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The study shows that about 71% of the fishermen are in the
economically most active age group. For the purpose of
communication, this group can be relied upon in taking active part
in any innovation which would enhance a good communication system.
Most of the fishermen belong to Hausa (79%). The others'are
Nupe, Lopawa, Laru, Bussawa, Gungawa and Zambarima.
Language is the most important aspect of communication. Six
languages were identified as being spoken by the fishermen. Lingua
franca of the fishermen around the Kainji Lake basin is Hausa,
understood and spoken by almost everybody in the Lake area.
The average year of living around the Lake among the fishermen
is 23.4 years while the average time in fishing is 26.6 years. This
shows that the fishermen have stayed and fished long enough on the
lake to warrant their commitment to fishing even in a situation of
decreasing catches.
4 The illiteracy rate of fishermen around Kainji Lake is very
high. Only 1% of the fishermen have formal education, 61.2% have
Islamic education (what often only means that they can pray in
arabic), while 37.6% have no form of education whatsoever. Even
worse, about 93 of the children of fishermen have no formal
education.
There is a considerable degree of interaction among fishermen
of the different villages. About 55% of them meet their colleagues
from other fishing villages-when they land their catches on other




Almost all migrating fishermen receive information from such trips,
in many cases also from fish traders. This shows the preparedness
of the fishermen to share information among the dif erent people
involved in fisheries of the lake.
Many fishing villages have their traditional means of
information communication, e.g. through singer and drumming groups.
These singers can be contacted for the possibility of composing
songs which could convey fisheries information.
The study highlighted the significance of radio in the spread
of information. More than half of the fishermen own a radio and
many others can benefit from programmes just by listening to the
radios of their colleagues. The average time the fishermen listen
to radio is between 7-8 a.m., 3-4.40 p.m. and 8 p.m-10 p.m.. Some
of the fishermen have heard radio programmes on fishing in the past
and found that they are interesting and informative. About 54% and
51% of the respondents would want information passed to them
through film shows and television programmes respectively.
Information dissemination through posters is also well accePted
among the fishermen.
The most preferred means of spreading information from person
to person is the village head closely followed by colleagues and
Sarkin Ruwas (appointed leaders of fishermen) with extension agents
last.
The main areas which fishermen would want information passed
to them are fishing input, closely followed by fishing methods.
redness
ermen own a radio and
d to them
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It is recommended Lo establish a center for the production and
utilization of extension media. Further, traditional singers should
be involved in the fisheries extension programme. Radio cassettes
with extension messages should be given out to fishing villages or
should be sold to fishermen. In close cooperation with Radio Koro
a fisheries extension programme should be designed. Key villagers
should be selected to assist in information dissemination, special
cooperation should be established with the village heads. All
extension media should be produced in Hausa and do not need to be
translated into any of the other languages spoken around the lake.
Functioning fishermen associations in some key villages should be
used as a forum for information communication. The formation of new
associations only for the purpose of extension is not recommended




The Nigerian-German Kainji Lake Fisheries Promotion Project
aims to increase the fish production of Kainji Lake in quantity and
quality on a sustainable basis in the long term. In order to
achieve this, the project's purpose for the first phase is to
prepare a management plan for the optimum sustainable exploitation
of the fish resources of Kainji Lake, to test the management Plan
and to implement it partly.
Since the project closely cooperates with its target groups,
the fishermen/women, fish processors and fish traders, during the
preparation and implementation of the management plan the knowledge
of communication structures between and within these target groups
is of high importance. It is in realization of this importance that
the Nigerian-German Kainji Lake Fisheries Promotion Project
commissioned this study to examine the role and structure of
communication in fishing villages around Kainji Lake in order to
utilize the knowledge at a later stage in the project cycle to pass
on fisheries extension messages to fishing communities.
The study meets the following terms of reference:
describe the structure and processes of communication of
fishermen around Kainji Lake;
identify the formal and informal media of communication used by
fishermen around Kainji Lake Lo communicate information
concerning their job (village head, colleagues, radio, film




2describe the problems inhibiting usage of the different media
identified;
ascertain the extent of use of mass media by fishermen around
the lake;
identify acceptable ways by which fisheries information can be
repackaged for the use of extension workers.
2. METHODOLOGY





The questionnaire for the fishermen addressed the following areas:
general background information;
movement of fishermen;
traditional means of communication;
modern media of communication;
problems associated with communication;
media evaluation, existing media infrastructure;
prospective areas of assistance.
The questionnaires for both village headmen and Sarkin Ruwas
are brief, collecting background information to assess the role
they could play in information dissemination in Kainji Lake area.
n be
.
3The questionnaires contain standardized questions as well as
open questions (appendix 4, 5, 6).
For statistical purposes the lake area is divided into 3 main
and 8 substrata (fig. 1). For each stratum a certain number of
villages were chosen at random (appendix 1). Out of the total
number of 221 fishing villages 58 were chosen. Out of the sub:.
sample of these fishermen, 500 were chosen for interviews,
representing 11_4% of the eotal population of 4,377 fishermen on
the lake (Du Feu, Frame Survey on Kainji Lake, 1993). Because of
labour, time and transport constraints and because fishermen have
many other duties it was not possible to chose the respondents in
advance and make appointments. Instead, whoever was available in
the village was interviewed until the given number of interviews
was reached.
The village heads and Sarkin Ruwas of the villages chosen
completed their respective questionnaires.
During the field work also unstructured interviews were
carried out occasionally among some fishermen, village heads,
Sarkin Ruwas and extension agents.
The questionnaires were field-tested and administered by
trained field staff.
The data were analyzed using Lotus 1-2-3 computer
spreadsheet. Pencil analysis was carried out for the open
questions.
ndix 4, , )
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3.1 Personal Characteristics of Fishermen
3.1.1 Age and interaction among fishermen
Fig. 2 shows the age distribution of the fishermen. Fishermen
in the age group of 21-50 years, who form 72% of the total
population, can be regarded as the economically most active fishing
group. For the purpose of communication, this group of fishermen
could be relied upon in the spread of fisheries related
information.
Figure 2: Age distribution of fishermen
0 -
5The rapid spread of information depends on the level of
interaction among people. Where there is less interaction,
particularly in rural communities where modern amenities are
lacking, information communication will be very slow. About 55% of
the fishermen said that they fish (and land catch) in other than
their own villages. Most of these migrant fishermen (92%) receive
job related information during such trips from colleagues and also
from fish traders (76%).
These results show some degree of interaction among fishermen
and fish traders in the lake basin. This implies that any fisheries
related innovation, once accepted in a certain area, will be
communicated to other fishermen.
3.1.2 Ethnic composition among fishermen in Kainji Lake
Over eight different ethnic groups cohabit in the lake basin.
Hausa is the most predominant group forming 79% (fig. 3). Alamu and
Mdaihli (1993) observed that three ethnic groups (Lopawa, Bussawa
and Gungawa) are "natives" who compete in fishing with the
migrants. 1
1 It should be mentioned that many inhabitants of the lake
area when ask about their tribal background refer rather to the
language group hausa tan to the actual tribe they belong to.




Figure 3: Ethnic composition of fishermen
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1: Hausa; 2: Lopawa; 3: Gungawa; 4: Laru;
5: Nupe; 6: Bussawa; 7:others
Average years in fishing
Fishermen of Kainji Lake spent more years in fishing than they
have stayed on the lake (table 1). This confirms the results of
earlier studies (Arungbemi, 1981; and Alamu and Mdaihli, 1993)
which stated that most of the fishermen are migrants.
Most migrants moved into the area soon after impoundment of the
lake (1968) (Alamu & Mdaihli, 1993). In many cases they were
followed by family members, resulting in the establishment of
permanent fishing villages which are well integrated in the
economic and social set-up of the area. The probability that such











Arungbemi (1981) predicted that 64% of the migrant fishermen would
stay at the lakeshore under all circumstances, 29% would only stay
depending on adequate of catches.
For the purpose of the utilisation of communication channels
and means it can be concluded that there is a stable population of
fishermen to work with permanently in the projects working area.
Table 1: Average years of fishing and staying around the Lake
3.1.3 Educational level of fishermen and their children
Only 1% of the fishermen have formal education, 61.2%
participated in islamic schooling while 37.66 never attended any
school whatsoever (fig. 4).
Figure 4: Educational level of fishermen
1= Islamic education; 2= no formal education;
3= formal education; 4= others












8Investigating about the number of children of fishermen was
more difficult than expected, because 11% of the fishermen refused
to answer the question. From former studies it is known, that the
average family size 13 people (Alamu and Mdaihli, 1993). Out of the
children reported by the fishermen 9396- have no formal education.
The low educational level of both parents and children have
some far reaching implications on information dissemination around
the lake basin. A situation where most rural dwellers are
illiterate sets a limit to managerial competence particularly when
the industry is growing. Consequently, limitations are expected in
the areas of record keeping, banking and seeking for loan.
The low educational level will equally set a limit to the use of
written media. Consequently, attention has to be given to informal
or traditional mode of communicating information or to other means
of oral dissemination of extension messages.
3.1.4. Language of fishermen
Despite the fact that the ethnic minorities in the area have
and still use their own language, hausa is the lingua franca in the
project area (table 2). Consequently, extension means do not need
to be translated into the different languages of the different
ethnic groups, which makes information dissemination simple and
cost effective.
ted by the fishermen 93% have no formal education.
 whe
93.2 Traditional Media of Communication
3.2.1 Media in use
It can be assumed that traditional media is the major mean of
communication in a traditional society. Therefore this study aimed
at the identification of the role messengers, town crier, drumming,
trumpeting and songs have played and to what extend still play in
the communication system of the fishermen. Respondents were asked
to name any known singer in their villages. It was reported that
40% of the villages have singers (appendix II).
Oral communication from person to person still plays an
important role in the communication system (table 3). Drumming and
trumpeting have been used to summon the whole village either on
emergency or as a reminder of a pre-arranged meeting.2
The town crier has also been used in conveying messages of the
Emirs to his subjects. Songs have been used to emphasize important
events and conveying government messages.
2 Trumpeting is now reserved for the entire use of the Emirs
information dissemination system.










Unfortunately there is no fishing ceremony practiced by the
fishermen of the area which could be used for the widespread of
information.






3.2.2 Preference of information disseminators
As mentioned above, this study aims at identifying the
communication media most preferred by the fishermen.
Fig. 5 shows that the village head is mentioned by almost
every fisherman, closely followed by colleagues. Sarkin Ruwa and
extension agents came last, the latter possibly as a result of the
poor extension set-up around Kainji Lake.







no longer in use
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When weighing the response of fishermen the preference for the
village head as a information disseminator is confirmed (table 4).
Table 4: Rank order of preference
Means Average Rank
Response order
Note: 1 - most preferred, 2 = preferred,
3 = moderately preferred, 4 = least preferred.
Excursion: The problem of overfishing
The assumption of researchers on Kainji Lake has been for many
years now that the lake is severely overfished due to high fishing
pressure and the use of small mesh sizes which leads to catching of
undersized, immature fish. Indeed, when looking especially at beach
seine catches, a high proportion of the catches consist of "baby
fish". Fishermen of Kainji Lake know, that the use of undersized
meshes can result in overfishing of the stocks. Still, many prefer
the short term benefit rather then the long term stock maintenance
for reason given in table 5 below:
Village Head 1.9 1
Colleagues 2.4 2
Extension Worker 2.5 3
Sarkin Ruwa 2.7 4
No money to purchase large mesh size 149
To get more money 7
Smaller fish are easily caught and sold 27
Catching smaller fish cannot be avoided 10
Small mesh sizes last longer than big one 6
Bigger fishes are scarce
and difficult to catch 11
Fishermen explained that if they have to use larger mesh
sizes, they would loose a considerable amount of their income.
Since they do not have alternative income sources and no support
from government, they are not yet prepared to follow the government
rules and regulations. Further, they are of the opinion, even if
they stopped fishing with small meshed nets other fishermen would
still continue to do so. Ask about what they would suggest to
tackle the problem and whom they would want to introduce the
government policy to them they emphasized again on the important
role the village head can play in the field of fisheries extension
(table 6).
Table 6: Ways fishermen want information passed to them
12





Pass policy through village heads 240
Pass policy through Sarkin Ruwa 37
Public enlightenment before the
introduction of any policy 9
Through fishermen association 12
n explained that if they
13
Despite the fact that the Sarkin Ruwas are the elected
representatives of the fishermen they cannot be regarded as the key
persons for fisheries related information communication.
Their duties (which include settling quarrels between
fishermen, handling issues relating to water, acting as spokesman
for the fishermen, helping to eliminate dangerous animals in the
water, carrying out required sacrifices and rituals on behalf of
the fishermen, playing magical and medicinal role on issues
relating to water) and their position in the fishing villages does
not seem to be as much respected as the role of the village head
is. However, despite the fact that most fishermen regard the role
of the Sarkin Ruwa subordinate to that of the village head both
village representatives should be considered for information
communication in fisheries matters but greater reliance should be
on the village head for better result.
Still, as table 7 shows, the Sarkin Ruwas wish to see
themselves as the main disseminator of information.
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3.2.3 Opinion of respondents about extension agents
As indicated above, the extension agents posted presently in
the villages by the Agricultural Development Project (ADP) under
the Federal Agricultural Coordination Unit (FACU) are not very
important for the fishermen in Kainji area for information
communication. For the interpretation of the results shown above
one should know, that the mandate for fisheries extension is no
longer with the respective Fisheries Departments (FDs) but with the
ADPs. The staff of the Fisheries Departments (FDs) are responsible
for fisheries enforcement like issuing of licenses and confiscation
of nets. Because of these duties, informal investigations showed
that these officers are not very much liked by the fishermen. One
other fact strengthens this dislike. The FDs officers are reported
to often misuse their positions by asking gratification from the
fishermen if they find violators to the laws. Some are reported to
collect money from fishermen without any official reason and,
exploiting the low literacy rate of the fishermen, to issue false
receipts.
The fisheries extension mandate is presently, for not more
than a few years, with the ADP (Agricultural Development Project)
and based on an agriculture-fisheries combined approach of
extension. Due to financial, hence manpower constraints the ADP
workers are not evenly distributed around Kainji Lake (compare
Okomoda et al, 1994), resulting in a very low extension frequency.
15
Okomoda showed further, that the extension agents lack
required transport means, office space and even often basic
stationary. Under such constraints, visits to fishing villages
cannot be regular.
Some fishermen also noted that the extension agents have
nothing new to offer and that they prefer to deal with crop
farmers, what they always did before the obtained the mandate for
fisheries extension. However, table 8 shows, how fishermen judge
the performance of he extension workers.
Table 8: Assessment of extension agents
They do not exist 17
They are liars 3
They do not perform their duty as required 8
They are not capable of solving our problem 5
They are not regular in visit 39
No new ideas from them 3
They do not carry our complaint
to government 11
They do not bring anything from government 13
They do not know anything about fishing 15
They are only interested in crop farmers 15
3.2.4 Association of fishermen as a mean of information
dissemination
About 90% of the respondents reported the existence, of
fishermen associations. The meeting frequency of such groups varies
from daily to no formal meeting at all. Informal investigations
revealed that such associations are often formed as a requirement









Often these associations have no other duty to perform. There is an
indication, that many fishermen are members of strictly organized,
but informal saving clubs. The associations and also the saving
clubs could be used, with some further effort, as a forum for the
transmission of extension messages.
3.3 Modern Media of Communication
3.3.1 Distribution of radios
Because of the potential of radio communication to reach a
wide audience for extension, the study investigated in the
widespread and the degree of utilization of this communication
media. In Kainji are about 5696 of the fishermen own a radio. Almost
half of the radio owners carry their radio to the fishing sites.
A smaller proportion of the radio owners (1196) reported about
fishing programmes they heard over radio. Those fishermen found the
programmes useful and explained that they learnt something new.
For example, they were informed about the following aspects:
possible assistance of,government to fishermen,
different methods of preserving and smoking fish,
how to expand the life time of fishing gear,
construction of fish ponds,
feeding of fish in ponds,
different types of gears to be used.
Some of the respondents observed that information passed on
through radio are not detailed because they were discussed in
English and only summarized in Hausa language.
% of the fishermen own a radio. Almost
 of the radio owners ( 1%
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3.3.2 Time fishermen around the lake listen to radio
For any radio programme to be meaningful, the time the target
audience listens to radio must be ascertained. The study found out,
that those who listen to radio regularly in the morning (45%) tune
to their radio on average as from 7 a.m. - 8 a.m..
About 22% have specific time to listen to radio in the
afternoon, on average between 3 p.m. - 4.40 p.m..
The fishermen who listen frequently to radio in the evening
prefer the time between 8 p.m. and 10.00 p.m..
This information will be useful when designing a fisheries
oriented radio extension programme and will soon be utilized by the
project.
3.3.3. Stations tuned by fishermen
Some of the fishermen indicated that they tune to radio
Kaduna, BBC or Voice of America. Adegbiji (1992) showed that 30.8%
and 28.8% of the fishermen listened to radio Kaduna and Niger
respectively. Depending on Kaduna radio for broadcasting
information to fishermen around Kainji Lake may not yield the
required result because the target audience of Kaduna is broad and
not homogeneous. Accommodating such a programme with required
frequency of airing may not be feasible. The Federal Radio
Corporation of Nigeria realized this and encouraged the set up of
local radio stations to cater for local issues. For the purpose of
educating fishermen around the lake Radio Niger and its substation,
Radio Koro, be used for fisheries information dissemination.
ot  Fed
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3.3.4 'Narrow Casting' with cassettes
The idea to utilize the local singers to spread information
will encourage the development of 'narrow casting' with cassettes,
which means, that the singing and drumming performances are
recorded on cassettes. These cassettes can be either given out to
fishing communities or can be bought by the fishermen. This Audio
Cassette Technology (ACT) aims at more refined messages to clearly
defined audiences in their own language and cultural setting. As a
further advantage, these audio cassettes can also be listened to
and played when it suits the listener. ACT can be considered as a
personal medium and the listener is always committed to the tape.
ACT can be a very effective way of tailoring messages to meet
specific audience group's needs like the fishermen. Thus singers
identified can be employed to produce music cassettes on fisheries
issues.
3.3.5 Film, television and video
Film, television and video show have been used in the past for
broadcasting agricultural programme. This kind of communication of
information has suffered from several constraints. TV-programmes
are expensive and tend to consist of studio-based "talking heads"
or film shows on research stations. Time of broadcast and langUage
barriers are other limitations. This is coupled with lack of
electricity (and lack of TVs) in the villages. The alternative of
video could prove theoretically more attractive and effective.
s  coupled w
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Video can use low cost recorders and very small teams involving
local fishermen to produce useful programmes. Still, the problem of
lack of electricity in fishing villages, the very rough transport
roads and the not well developed management abilities of the
institutions concerned forM constraints to this type of media.
About 16% of the fishermen reported the existence of TV
viewing centers around the Lake, most likely those who stay near
towns like Yauri and New Bussa. Only 5% mentioned that they
actually go there to watch TV shows.
As a further disadvantage of this type of media, the TV screens
are often rather small and do not allow many people to watch at the
same time. Further, the normal "social life noise level" in
villages almost prohibits the consideration of video shows.
About half of the fishermen (49%) were exposed to film shows
before (appendix III) and 54% would want this media again for
information dissemination.
About 51% of the respondents have watched TV in the past:
Assessing the possibilities realistically only 32.8% would want
fisheries information be extended through TV shown to them. The
average preferred time for TV, film or video shows indicated was
from 8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
3.3.6 Mass media preference
Comparing mass media with each other it appears that fishermen
prefer to be educated and entertained by media they already know
and have access to (table 9).
small teams involving
 the fisherme
 tim  leve
.
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A greater multiplier effect can be achieved when extension staff
are supported by the use of such media.
emphasize on the poster as another mass communication medium.
Posters stay as constant reminder in the village and pass on
information in picture form even to those who cannot read like the
majority of the fishermen.
Excursion: The role of apparatus in information communication
Extension agents were ask in this and also in the previous
survey on the problems and potent als of the present extension Set-
up around Kainji Lake (Okomoda et al, 1994) about the types of
extension means they are equipped with for extension purposes. It
appeared, as mentioned above, that no provision at all is made for
such extension means. The extension agents depend in all cases
entirely on the conventional talking. This can only be effective if
the message is short and can be explained giving practical
examples.










The results above confirm the preference for radio and
depend in all cases
 me  can be 
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Messages also have to be past on in the cultural way the target
group is used to. In any case, the conventional talking cannot be
sufficient for the dissemination of rather complex extension
messages. Also, the visualization of messages leaves a much deeper
impression and lasts longer in the memory than the spoken word.
Effective communication calls for the use of a well thought out
apparatus. The function of any communications apparatus is to .ald
understanding and make permanent the concept being extended.
For any communication to be effective, there must be a
Resource Center responsible for the preparation of apparatus for
use in the communication process. It is to such a center that
research results are passed for repackaging. Research results can
be regarded as crude oil which need to be refined before usage.
What happens in agricultural communication in the Lake basin is
that research results are taken to fishermen directly. This creates
problem of understanding and acceptance.
Broadly, research results could be grouped into two types,
namely, those that are directly extendable such as trial of results
on demonstration farm plot while the second is that which can not
be directly extended. Figure 6 explains the concept. Advantage of
the concept is that members of the target group will be involved in
the preparation of this apparatus. This also means further
synthesizing the target group in receiving the forthcoming
information. Those who take part will be agent for disseminating
the information even before it is finally ready.
ation
i
to be ef ective
 in the Lake basin is
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The preparation of the apparatus should not be haphazard, it
should be well planned because of the different institutions that
would be involved in the preparation. For example, local singers,
fishermen, T.V. and radio personnel would be involved. In composing
songs for extension, the scientists should be involved and also the
extension staff should jointly think of concepts to be included in
the wording of the song. This step is necessary since the idea is
not original to the singer.
Bringing the personnel from radio and T.V houses into the
programme at this stage will reduce conflict and encourage
willingness of all the different groups to participate and
allotting time to the programmes will not be difficult.
Figure 6: Refinement of research results before communication
Fig. 6 REFINEMENT OF RESEARCH RESULT BEFORE COMMUNICATION.
Not directly extendable results.
Results to Resource Centre.
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3.4. Problems in Using the Different Media of Information
Communication
Fishermen were ask whether they anticipate problem when
recommending the different communication means (traditional and
modern) identified above (fig. 7).
Figure 7: Anticipated problem in media use
1: village head, 2: colleagues, 3: extension agents,
4: Sarkin Ruwa, 5: radio; 6: T.V.
7: film show; 8: pictures/photographs
The above result confirms once again the preference for
village head closely followed by colleagues, pictures and Sarkin
Ruwa.
Table 10 summarizes the kind of problems fishermen anticipate









Table 10: Reasons why some media are inadequate
Media Reasons
Extension Agent - The have never visited us.
We do not see them regularly
They only come to collect money
They may not tell us the correct
message. They bring late
information
They deceive us and collect money
with false receipt.
Radio - It is always in English
I have no radio
No time to listen to radio
Not knowing when the programme will
come up on the radio.
They do not broadcast information
on fisheries.
T.V - Not commonly available
It is expensive to have
Not an effective medium
Film show - Not commonly available
Not an effective medium
Picture
Photography - I cannot read in English/hausa
Not an effective medium
3.5. Types'of Information Requested by the Fishermen
Fishermen often expressed their wish to get fisheries related
information from the extension service or other information
dissem nators. Table 11 shows in detail what type of information
are requested.








The figures in table 11 confirm findings of previous studies
(Alamu & Mdaihli, 1993). Fishermen's main area of concern is the
high cost of fishing input (see also table 12).
Table 12: General fishing problems
1. Lack of sufficient fishing materials 452
due to lack of capital
2. Aquatic weed hindering effective fishing 63
3. Low fish catch 24
Fencing as a method of fishing 11
Spoilage of Net 3
Theft of fishing net 1
Fishermen are also interested in getting information about
fishing methods which shows, that they are not entirely satisfied
with the methods they use at present. Fish preservation and
processing is rather done by women than by fishermen. Further, both
areas do not seem to be of much problem. This could be the reason
why fishermen's interest in those kind of information is rather
low.
4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Development of a Resource Production Center
It is observed that effective communication can only take
place when there is adequate repackaging of informatio
. In many
cases scientific results are not translated to the level which it
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Therefore, as a prerequisite to information communication, a
extension mean production center should be established for
fisheries extens on purposes. Ideally such a center should produce
extension means such as video films, cassettes, posters for
demonstration purposes. In all cases, the extension means should be
produced together with the target group.
The use of such resource collection would involve the following six
elements:
Production of home-made resources
Selection and acquisition of other resources
Classification and indexing for retrieval
Conducive storage
Use which will include guidance, lending
There should be evaluation and weeding always.
Access to the production center should be granted to all
institutions involved in fisheries legislation and fisheries
extension such as the State Fisheries Departments and the officers
of the Agricultural Development Projects. Considering the office
accommodation and the professional experience available, the
National Institute for Freshwater Fisheries Research (NIFFR) should




4.2 Harnessing Singers around the Lake Basin
Because of the broad acceptance and the low level of literacy
of fishermen and their children, traditional media of communication
should be used to extend information to the fishermen. e.g.
singers. Research results can be explained to them in Hausa
language and they can compose songs to reflex such results, A
committee should be formed which coordinates the activities of the
people involved such as representatives of the target group,
researchers, extension agents, radio personnel and the singers.
4.3 Cassette Production
Cassettes should be produced with songs conveying extension
messages. Singers which are well known in the villages should be
assisted in the production of such cassettes.
4.4 Radio Progammes
There should be a radio programme prepared with Radio Koro on
fishing which should be broadcasted between 7a.m.
- 8a.m.;
3p.m. - 4.40 p.m. and 8p.m. - 10p.m., on a trial basis for several
weeks, possibly 2 - 3 times a week. After an evaluation of the
acceptance of the programme the broadcasting of fisheries related
information should become a fixed part of the Radio Koro Programme.
 extend inform




4.5 Use of Key Villagers for Information Dissemination
At present the village heads are the key persons in spreading
extension messages in the villages, but also the Sarkin Ruwas
should be used in order to spread information. Before the extension
agent can make significant contribution to the enlightenment of
fishermen, much improvement of the present extension set-up around
the lake has to be done.
4.6 Lingua Franca of Fishermen around the Lake
Hausa language should be used as medium of communication to
the fishermen around the Lake. There is no need to translate the
extension means into any other, of the spoken languages around the
lake.
4.7 Cooperative Association
Functioning fishermen associations in some key villages should
be used as a forum for information communication. The formation of
new associations only for the purpose of extension is not
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SAMPLE VILLAGES AND NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS














4 1 Kajabu Nadu 9
5 1 Kwanga 2
6 1 Kwata Wara 3
7 1 Malale 3
8 1 Monai 8
9 1 Sake Jikinka 5
10 1 Sani Awaiye 3
11 1 T. Danbaba 3
12 1 T. Garabu Nadu 5
13 1 T. Gari 7
14 1 T. Gungawa 10
15 1 T. Nupawa 3
16 1 T. Wadata 2
17 1 Wakili Sadoro 8
18 1 Yuna 5
19 1 Yunawa 6
20 2 Akare 14
21 2 Bakari 6
22 2 Bukadubu 10
23 2 Gafara B.T. 20
24 2 Gero Maigari 3
25 2 Goshin Dagga 2
26 2 Gungun Tagwaye 10
27 2 Hamisu 14
28 2 Idi Hakimu Innuwa 3
29 2 Kendawa Gafara 6
30 2 Kuka Uku 4
31 2 Kwanga 15
32 2 Magariya 2
33 2 Maigwagwari 4
34 2 Mairakumi 2
35 2 Sabon Amboshidi 24
36 2 Sabo Yumu 4
37 2 Shagunu 10
38 2 Surawa 20
39 2 Tateku 3
40 2 T. Audu Gunga 1
41 2 T. Dutse 8
42 2 T. Magaji 8
43 2 T. Maikikuwa 1
44 2 T. Mairuwa 3
45 2 T. Nda 20





47 2 Wawu Jaji 4
48 3 Gumbi 12
49 3 Kasabu 14
50 3 Komala 9
51 3 Magupci 10
52 3 Maishagali 17
53 3 Ruku Bala 10
54 3 Ulaira Salkawa 30
55 3 Ungwar Salkawa 8
56 3 Toro 8
57 3 T. Kade 12
58 3 Zamare 15
Total 500
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4. Yuna Mamman Reza
5. Kwanga Saidu Mai Gumbe
6. Sani Awaiye Saadu Mai Gumbe
7. Monai Saidu Mai Gumbe
8. Garafini Auna Kuzera
9. Garafini Auna Abubakar
10. Yunawa Umaru
11. T. Gari Umaru Gado
12. Anfani Bawa Achachi
13. Sabon Amboshidi Yusfu Angulu
14. Sabo Yumu Mamman Bob Mali
15. Bukadubu Bala Maigumbe
16. T. Magaji Saadu
17. Shagunu Audu Gauga
18. T. Wadata Mamman Bob Mali
19. Gero Maigari Tanko Sanni
20. Gungun Tagwaye Sani Mai Kidi
21. Wawu Umaru
22. Kendawa Gafara Manu Maba
23. Komala Kuj era
24. T. Kade Abubakar
1. Abuja 2. Agwara
3. Aljanare 4. Argungu
5. Bagudo 6. Birnin Kebbi
7. Bunza 8. Bussa
9. Cameroun 10. Chad
11. Fakum Taba 12. Gao Mali
13. Gawo 14. Gwandu
15. Ilorin 16. Jebba
17. Jega 18. Kaduna
19 Kainji 20. Kano
21. Kanshibawa 22. Kasabu Yelwa
23. Kebbi 24. Koko
25. Kokoli 26. Kotangora
27. Lafagu 28. Lagos
29. Likoto 30. Lokoja
31. Lolo 32. Mai Yamai, Gawo
33. Maiduguri 34. Makurdi
35. Malale 36. Mali
37. Manga 38. Minna
39. Mokwa 40. Mungadi
41. New Bussa 42. Niger Republic
43. Onitsha Yeme 44. Papiri
45. Rofia 46. Shagunu
47. Sokoto 48. Suru
49. Wara 50. Yauri
51. Yelwa 52. Yeme
53. Yumu 54. Zamare
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NIGERIAN-GERMAN KAINJI LAKE FISHERIES PROMOTION PROJECT:






1.3 Name of recorder:
1.4 Name of respondent
DEMOGRAPHY
2.1 Age: < 20yrs. /1
21 - 30yrs. /2
31 - 40yrs. /3
41 - 50yrs. /4
51 - 60yrs. /5










2.5 How long have you been living around the lake basin?
Since birth:
How many years: /yrs
2.6 For how long have you been fishing? /yrs
2.7 How many children do you have?






2.9 What educational background do you have?
1. formal education: /1










2.11 If yes from, which ethnic group:
3. MOVEMENT OF FISHERMEN
3.1 Do you go a fishing in another village? yes: /1
no: /2
3.2 Do you hear information about fishing during such
fishing trips? yes: /1
no: /2
3.3 Do you hear or receive information about fishing from
fish traders? yes: /1
no: /2
3.4 If yes, where?




4.1 What are the early ways your forefathers spread information
about ceremonies, farming, fishing or any new happenings?
5.
4.2 Which of these media is still in use?
1
5







4.5 If yes, how was this done?
36
4.4 Why do you think some of them or all them are no longer
in use?
4.6 Do you have a singer in this village?
Yes:
no:
4.7 If yes, who is the person?
Modern Media
Radio
4.8 Do you have a radio: yes: /1
no: /2
4.9 What radio programme(s) do you like to listen to?
4.10 When do you have time to listen to radio programme?
Morning: from / to
Afternoon: from / to
Evening: from / to
Night: from / to
4.11 Do you always carry your radio to fishing site?
yes: /1
no: /2
4.12 Have you ever heard any radio programme on fishing?
yes: /1
no: /2
4.13 If yes, which programmes?
////




4.15 If yes, what?
Film show and Television
4.16 Have you ever watched a film show? yes:
no:




4.18 Would you like fisheries information be extended to you
through a film show? yes: /1
no: /2
4.19 Have you watched a television programme? yes: /1
no: /2
4.20 Would you want fisheries information extended to you on
television? yes: /1
no: /2
4.21 When do you find most convenient watching television
programmes or film shows?
Evening: from / to
Night: from / to
5. PROBLEMS










5.2 Why do you catch baby fish:
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5.3 Do you easily sell baby fish caught? yes: /1
no: /2
5.4 Are you ready to keep any government rule or policy which
will stop catching baby fish? yes: /1
no: /2
5.5 if no, why?
5.6 What ways will you suggest that Government should introduce
new policy to fishermen for it to be readily acceptable by the
people?




6.1 Would you want fisheries information be passed to you Umul4i
any of these people?
Village head:
yes: / no:
Please, explain why/why not!
Colleagues:
yes: / no:
Please, explain why/why not!
Extension workers:
yes: / no
Please, explain why/why, not!
Sarkin Ruwa:'
yes: / no:
Please, explain why/why n.ot!
5. Others:
39













6.2 Out of the list above through whom will you most prefer
fisheries information be passed to you?
Mass Media
6.3 Would you want fisheries information be passed to you through
any of these media?
1. Radio:
yes: / no:
Please, explain why/why not!
2. Film show:
yes: / no:
Please, explain why/why not!
3. Television:
yes: / no:
Please, explain why/why not!
4. Picture/illustration:
yes: / no:
Please, explain why/why n o t !
7. EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE




do not know: /3
7.2 Where are they located?
  t !
 , t !
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8.2 If yes, how is the ceremony observed?











8.5 What are your general fishing problems?








How long have you been the head? /yrs
In what ways have you assisted the fishermen?
1-lave you ever worked with the fisheries extension worker in
helping to pass government information to fishermen:
yes: /1
no: /2
Can you remember any ceremony attached to fisheries by
your grand parents which are observed annually?
yes: /1
no: /2
If yes, how was it observed?
What is your relationship with Sarkin Ruwa?
What role do you think they play in the lake fisheries?
In what ways do you think the village heads can help to




Have you ever worked with the fisheries extension 
.
 fisheries by


